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To all of you across the world we welcome you, and we thank you. Here in sunny Tennessee it is now 

a very warm 39 degrees Fahrenheit and yes we're in short sleeves, but that's okay when the Holy 

Ghost hits you know what happens; we get too hot. The K-Team and J-team are helping here. Let’s 

give them a big round of applause, everybody! (Applause) 

The Hoon Dok Welcome Center is coming up very quickly. It is a tremendous blessing here and of 

course Cheongpyeong is developing. So many things are happening with the Holy Spirit.  

--- 

Folks, it's such an incredible time right now. Mr. Ikeda just wanted to express a great thank you to all 

the folks that are helping with food delivery etc... Again as they mentioned, there is no running water 

here, no bathrooms; electricity is here. Some people have propane gas but some folks have to cook by 

fire. It is a 120-day prayer condition that the folks from Japan and Korea are doing here, and enduring 

these harsh elements. Even though you know they could be in the comfort of their home and 

apartment in Japan or in Korea, they are here praying for America so that America may remain strong; 

of course creating a bastion not only for real conservatism but for a real God-centered Christianity that 

should cover the world. Amen! 

 

Let's go to psalm chapter 57 today. David is fleeing from Saul who is trying to kill him by sending all 

the SWAT teams to kill David. He is now in the cave of Ziklag.  

 

 

Psalm 57 

1 Be merciful to me, O God, be merciful to me, for in you my soul takes refuge; 

in the shadow of your wings I will take refuge, till the storms of destruction pass by. 

2 I cry out to God Most High, to God who fulfills his purpose for me. 
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3 He will send from heaven and save me; he will put to shame him who tramples on me. Selah 

God will send out his steadfast love and his faithfulness! 

4 My soul is in the midst of lions; I lie down amid fiery beasts— 

the children of man, whose teeth are spears and arrows, whose tongues are sharp swords. 

5 Be exalted, O God, above the heavens! Let your glory be over all the earth! 

6 They set a net for my steps; my soul was bowed down. 

They dug a pit in my way, but they have fallen into it themselves. Selah 

7 My heart is steadfast, O God, my heart is steadfast! I will sing and make melody! 

8 Awake, my glory! Awake, O harp and lyre! I will awake the dawn! 

9 I will give thanks to you, O Lord, among the peoples; I will sing praises to you among the nations. 

10 For your steadfast love is great to the heavens, your faithfulness to the clouds. 

11 Be exalted, O God, above the heavens! Let your glory be over all the earth! 

 

Hallelujah! Hallelujah! We could just stop right there, folks! Oh that's a powerful Word! But let's get 

back and look real closely in. 

 

 

Verse 1 

1 Be merciful to me, O God, be merciful to me, for in you my soul takes refuge; 

in the shadow of your wings I will take refuge, till the storms of destruction pass by. 

Isn't it a harbinger that yesterday was a massive storm coming through this area, and in particular in 

Kentucky where over one hundred people lost their lives? We are sending our prayers out to all those 

families. Some of our folks in Sanctuary had relatives in the destruction, and they're trying to piece 

their lives back together again. Thank God they were able to make it through, but you know more 

than one hundred people apparently have lost their lives due to this tremendous storm. Thanks to the 

landscape of the Cheongpyeong Thorn Hill region we were protected from that; we have all these 

mountain landscapes all around. There's no real flat plane. The winds were strong here, but there 

were no tornadoes around us.  God had His hedge of protection around us. But isn't a harbinger? Isn't 

it a metaphor for what is happening to America; for that storm that is destroying and that storm that is 

coming over the world? 

 

We see it because we only have to open up our social media and see what's going on in the real world. 

Of course fake news media doesn't show anything that's real, but you can see it through the internet. 

People are posting online from different countries all over the world, and we see that the tyranny is 

increasing. We see that totalitarianism, socialism, communism, political Satanism is increasing. 

 

Now, why did Father call it political Satanism? Political Satanism is of course socialism, communism 

with the centralization of power, and political Satanism just like real Satanism is based on what? It is 

based on the sins of Satan: it's based on greed, it's based on lust, it's based on power, it's based on self, 

the self worship; it's based on idolatry. All the systems of socialism, communism and political 

Satanism are based on the system of idolatry of the self; self-worship. It's the idea in the philosophy of 

positive versus negative rights.  
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Positive vs. negative rights  

There are negative rights: I have a right but I have to subjugate my own feelings. For example let's say 

I feel somebody should not own a gun, so I have to subjugate my own subjective feelings, my own 

emotions, my own thinking about, “Hey, I don't think that person should have a gun!” I have to subjugate 

that; I have to put that DOWN, and I have to think of the other person's right. He has a right to own 

that gun. Are you with me, folks? Even though I may feel like he doesn’t. You see that's a subjective 

feeling. Our rights come from God okay; they come from God. So, what is this idea of the negative 

right? The negative right is that I don't impose my will on that person. I acknowledge that he has the 

right to have a gun or a firearm, even though I feel he shouldn't have it - which is my own subjective 

emotions.  

 

The Left is imposing their nervousness. They have this anxiety because they're many times mentally 

ill and they can't control themselves, so they don't trust anybody else. Of course in their anxiety these 

young people will say, “Oh my Gosh! People have guns, and what if they can't control themselves like me?” 

Well they're projecting their anxiety; they're projecting their lunacy upon the people. And they say 

that those subjective feelings must rule over the actual rights of that other person. That's what they 

call a positive right, “I want that other person to put down their right so that I can feel comfortable and safe.” 

That requires somebody else to make a sacrifice for YOU. Are you with me, folks?  

 

That's what's called entitlement. For example, “I have an entitlement to welfare! I have a RIGHT to health 

care!” You see all these things? It requires somebody else to labor, using coercion, using the tip of a 

gun and using force to make somebody else labor so that you get that free health care. That's the literal 

position of the Left: it requires some imposition on somebody else, a stripping of their rights and 

imposition to feed “your right.” That's a “positive right.” That's not a good positive; in this case it’s a 

bad thing.  

 

The idea of the conservative is one that is obvious; there's no sacrifice. “I don't think that person should 

have a gun; I feel that way, but he has a right to have it. Why? Because that right is what? Given to him by God!” 

Amen! So, in other words it stops the prioritization of the self, which is Luciferianism, which is what 

Satan did in the beginning. The prioritization of the self is what Lucifer did. He said, “Eve, don't worry 

about what God said! You're not going to die after you eat of the fruits of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. 

Your eyes will be opened, and you will become as God. YOU will have power! YOU will be as God!” It's the 

ultimate prioritization of the self. It's: “YOU can bypass Him, you can circumvent Him, you can work 

around Him, you can get it by your own means, and you can get all the knowledge, you can be the 

differentiator between good and evil. YOU can make good and evil yourself and you can be God! It's 

the ultimate idolatry, the ultimate prioritization of the self.  

 

Look at the Left! The Left and liberalism in general, leads you to this aim; it is BASED on the idea of 

the ultimate prioritization of the self, the ultra prioritization of self. It of course then leads to hedonism, 

it leads to narcissism; it leads to self-worship and idolatry and LEAVING God. If you're focusing on 

ultimate prioritization of yourself, it almost feels as if God is this looming dark cloud that is imposing 

over you. 
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These are the riposte arguments against Christianity from the Left, “I don't want any God ruling over me! 

I want to do what I want to do! I don't want to go to church because there are all the hypocrites there. I want to 

worship together with people as perfect as ME, and how perfect and how amazing as I am!” This is basically 

the Left. They are filled with self-hatred and at the same time filled with self-worship; that's why 

they're in continual despair. Because you CANT be happy worshiping the self that is so filled with sin, 

that is so imperfect, that is so plagued by lasciviousness and plagued by evil desires, and be happy; it 

can't happen. That's why the Left is in perpetual despair, and in order to appease and ease that 

despair they have to impose positive rights on other people. They have to force other people to give 

them what they want, because in the end they feel they actually deserve it, “everything should be given 

to me, everything should be free for me. Why? Because I am God.” 

 

 

Cultural Satanism 

This is why culturally liberalism, leftism and progressivism ARE cultural Satanism; it LEADS to the 

same principles as real Satanism. Now, they’ll say, “Oh, we don't worship Satan; we don't even believe in 

Satan!” That doesn't matter. The devil will get your soul one way or another; he doesn't care if you 

don't believe in him. When you die, he will treat you (audio problems) … He does not care whether you 
believe in him or not. It’s better for him to have you go into the same principles of his system, live as if 

he was real, even though you pretended he didn't exist, and when you die, he gets to eat and feed on 

your soul and gets to take you for himself. He DOESN’T care: one way or another he’s going to get 

you! He doesn't care. And that's why it's much easier to woo and trick people to say, “Oh no, you've got 

to worship yourself. YOU are God! YOU are marvelous, YOU are magnificent, YOU are glorious, etc!” 

 

These are all terms that we give to GOD. What did Jesus Christ say? He said, “There is no one good but 

God!” Amen! “No one; there's no one good.” Why? Because when you look at the state of everybody's 

heart, it’s what? Sin! We curse people, we lie in our hearts; we lust after women, we lust after men, we 

lust after power, etc. There's so much sin. So in the end you can't do it on your own effort. Amen! And 

if you try to do it on your own effort, you will be filled with despair because you'll be constantly 

found out on this point, and everybody will know that you're not this perfect god.  

 

Look at all these Hollywood crazy people, arrested- development children who waltz around in 

Hollywood with eighteen- thousand- dollar dresses that say, ”Tax the rich,” like AOC  ( Alexandria 

Ocasio Cortez) wearing Versace Sacoche high heels! They are broken and shattered inside; they sold 

their soul to the devil. They probably had to prostitute themselves way up to the top, whether in the 

music industry or in the cinema industry. You’ve got to sell your soul; you can't have any values. 

You've got to go along with all the top producers many of whom are real satanists or at least living as 

cultural satanists that practice the worship of themselves, hedonism and the pleasure of the self. Are 

you with me, folks?  

 

Look at those people: they go walking around as if they’re goddesses and yet they're so fragile and 

frail inside; they're always on psychotropic meds. Why? Because they're so broken, they're so filled 

with despair. Outside they have to put on this god and goddess appearance, but inside they're broken, 

weak, vapid, empty people that can't even keep their relationships. They'll always have to put up a 
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front in this and that charity to pretend that they're doing something good but inside they're totally 

broken. 

 

Why? Because they don’t have Christ  

Why? Because they're worshiping themselves  

Why? Because Hollywood is their god  

Why? Because hedonism became their god …. (No audio)  

They are empty, and they are vapid and they are MISERABLE, and that's why you see that kind of 

suicide happening in Hollywood. Why do those people do that? They have it all according to what the 

world says: they got the money, they got the cars, they got the music, they got the buildings, they've 

got the apartments, and they commit suicide!  

 

Because behind the scenes what do they have to do get all that? They've got to sell their soul, they've 

got to sleep around, they've got to split themselves out; they’ve got to sleep with their handlers, 

they've going to sleep with their manager, they've got to sleep with their bosses, they've got to sleep 

with this and that. And while they're living as a prostitute behind the scenes and being paraded 

around as a goddess, on the other hand they know the dichotomy; you can't be double-faced like that. 

You live doubled-faced like that, it's going to start eating you out and it's going to start breaking you 

down within at least three to five years. You can't maintain that lie beyond that; it's going to start 

breaking you down. Amen! 

 

So again America is on this crisis control. Why? Because now you see that more than 50%, the majority 

of Americans and especially Millennials are now atheists; it means that atheism has now become the 

biggest religion in America. That means America is a post-Christian country. That is why in America 

the churches are DYING, because of course they don't stand up to the culture. They just let the culture 

invade, take over, and they're preaching communism, socialism; they're preaching self-worship and 

prosperity from the Gospel.  

 

 

Our riches come from our relationship with Christ 

Whereas Jesus said, “PICK UP YOUR CROSS and follow me! Get READY to sacrifice! Get READY to bleed! 

Get ready to fight for the King!”  

“No, no, no! We’re not into that! We want to fill those pews, we want a big mega-church; we want everybody to 

come and we want to be famous!” That's not going to mean anything when you DIE, folks, because in the 

end: did you live honorably or did you chase the money? That's the question. 

 

The Harlot of Babylon, when she wanted to tempt me and Kook Jin-hyung, Justin, with money- 

billions of dollars- and said “You just support me and you just go along with this heresy and you'll have all 

the billions of dollars,” what did we say? We said, “NO! We're not going to sell out to traitors! We're not 

going to sell out to people who are deleting True Father’s legacy. We're not going to sell out to people who are 

flipping it, so they become Commies! We're not going to sell our soul. We're worth more than billions!” Amen! 

(Applause)  
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Whereas the prostitutes that are still inside they'll do anything for a hundred thousand dollars! That's 

how CHEAP they are, because they don't know their value. To them the cash money value, that's their 

value. It's not the values of the Kingdom of God; it's not the value of being a righteous man, being an 

honorable person, doing the right thing and defending your Father. 

But in the long run what happened? Because we stood and we defended Father, because we stood on 

the principles of what he did, because we continued to preach against political Satanism and we 

continued to preach against communism, God has continued to bless Father’s ministry, and the Three 

Kingship providence. (Applause) 

 

The Left is writing articles, freaking out because we bought some little farmland and we're planting 

trees. They’re freaking out because we're planting trees, “Oh my Gosh! Look at those Moonies! They’re 

planting trees and opening up a spring!” Okay, did you see the orchard over there? We planted the trees; 

there are pear trees, apricot trees. So there's room for great concern, I guess, right? 

“Oh, and you know Justin and Sean, they have BILLIONS of dollars on offshore accounts.” Maybe we do! 

Maybe we do. You know, if they say that, okay maybe we do. Maybe we have billions and billions, 

maybe we have trillions.  

 

We have more than the entire world. Why? Because we have CHRIST and we have OUR FATHER, 

and we have PROVIDENCE, and we have the DIVINE PRINCIPLE! That's why we are the richest in 

the world! (Applause) Our riches are not coming from material things. Our riches are coming from our 

relationship with Christ and giving honor to him; being honorable and not selling out like a 

PROSTITUTE. 

 

 

Christ’s legacy 

That's the dilemma that America is right now facing. As the country has become brainwashed, as the 

Department of Education has taken over the schools and brainwashed the children to become leftists 

and liberals, they have accepted cultural Satanism. Some of them now worship the devil; some of 

them don't even believe in the devil, but they are … (audio) Why? Look at the actual Church of Satan, 
go through their little tenets and you read, “We don't think sacrifice is good; we want freedom and doing 

what we want.”  

 

NO! Liberty requires order. In order to get a free country you have to have men who BLEED and DIE 

so that you can LIVE in a free country. You’ll need to have SACRIFICE like Jesus Christ did for you to 

be free! You can't get there by yourself; you can't get that on your own. It is EARNED! It is earned by 

BLOOD! That's why we honor our combat vets; we honor our vets that are out there who serve and 

fight in the wars, because they do the same. They put their blood down; they pay that blood payment 

to keep that country FREE. What a shame when they come back and they see their kids being stolen 

off by the leftist propaganda machine Department of Education and our college and universities! 

 

The enemies are now within; everybody knows that. President Trump, he was not perfect; by all 

means he was not perfect, but he did something phenomenal. He woke MILLIONS of people up; he 
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woke them up. He made them realize that the fake news media is real, he made them realize that the 

Deep State is real; he made them realize that this is not some kind of conspiracy, some kind of hokey 

pokey, some kind of people getting paranoid. This is REAL, folks, and it has control over your life, 

and it's coming and it's encroaching; look what's happening around the world. Oh, they thought, 

“we're never going to have something like that in the world. There's no international cohesion, there's no 

international body that can order the whole world to shut down!” Well, you saw it, folks; you just saw it 

since two years. How many years was Father talking about that; about socialism and communism as 

Satanism? For decades, decades, since the 80s! He spent BILLIONS of dollars to fight scores of political 

Satanists, the Beasts across the world. Who did that? Who did that? Nobody! Nobody! HE spent that 

money to create an international anti-communist movement and to train MILLIONS of people across 

the world. HE put that down! 

 

That is the legacy that Christ left us, judging and EXPOSING SATAN as the judge. And thank God 

Father did that, because in the Constitution of the Kingdom we see clearly that socialism, communism, 

political Satanism is FOREVER, forever, categorized as satanic and anti-God; forever. There's no 

ambiguity about it; there's no nebulous nature about it. The socialist, communist, political satanic 

system, leftism, this is antithesis to God's desire for humanity. Why? Because God gives liberty, but 

liberty is not what you want. Liberty requires order, liberty requires VALUES! If you want to keep 

liberty you must have values and you must be willing to fight for those values.  

 

 

The baby boomers 

It cannot be like the baby boomers’ generation, the neocon generation, where they just said, “Oh, you 

know the country's not going to go bad. We're got to enjoy ourselves. We live in the most prosperous society in 

all of the world's HISTORY. We'll just hand over all political power. We'll just be BUSY building our 

businesses,” or whatever. There's nothing wrong with building a business and stuff like that. But you 

can't do it and abandon the infrastructure and the halls the power to those that are against you, 

because thirty or forty years down the road, it's going to come back to bite your children; it's going to 

come back to bite your grandchildren. 

And that what the Jewish people did, didn’t they?”God, don't bother me! I just want to do what I want to 

do. I want to be free; I want to do what I want to do!” 

 

It's like that young man John Dolan on YouTube. He goes off on that baby boomer generation, because 

they may have a good heart but they constantly make excuses. They didn't fight the Left, they didn't 

fight LGBT; they didn't fight the transgender movement! They didn't fight them, they didn't fight 

them. They just let them take power while they were busy building businesses or cars, and doing 

what they wanted to do. And that's good but you can't do that at the expense of your culture, because 

if the devil controls that culture, he will take all your children and he will take all your grandchildren, 

and you won't have a lineage, you won't have a family, and you won't have a country, folks! 

 

That young man John Doyle is phenomenal, by the way; you got to check this guy out. On YouTube 

he does a show called Heck Off, Commie! A very, very, intelligent man! He should run for governor or 

something. I think he's out there in Illinois; he’s incredibly brilliant. He mocks conservatives that say, 
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“I’m going to just focus on my freedom. I’m going to do what I want to do. I'm going to do what I'm going to do. 

I don't need to go to church, I don't need to worry about values, I don't need to fight for any of those things. I 

don't need to get involved in politics! I'm just going to stay here. I'm going to be watching porn; I'm going to be 

watching TV and SportsCenter.  I'm going to be watching my football game.  I'm going to be talking about ‘oh, 

if the government comes and tries to take my guns, I'm going to shoot them.’” 

 

But then of course you won't even stand up to fight and stop the destruction of marriage, or you won't 

stop the gays and the transgenders taking over the school systems in the districts and now 

indoctrinating your children into a dangerous deviant sexual behavior. What do you stand up for? 

Too busy on a couch eating potato chips! Too busy playing around! Too busy saying, “Oh, I’m going to 

smoke this, and I’m going to be eating half of my body weight in sugar!” That’s what he says, “Too busy 

making excuses for forty, fifty years; not doing anything and letting the Left take over, letting the Commies take 

over and now the kids and the grandkids will have to eat it, and WILL have to deal with these monsters that 

you've allowed in power.” He goes off on that neocon regime because the conservative movement has 

become like that; it's become impotent. It's become a movement of constant concessions and constant 

inaction; meanwhile complaining and bickering about, “Oh, how the economy is this or that.” Doing 

nothing, nothing substantial! 

 

Now of course that's not the whole movement; there are other people in the conservative movement 

that have done stuff. They have built up homeschooling programs, they have built up other types of 

educational programs that people can go to and get away from the indoctrination of the Left and the 

public school systems. They have built training facilities, and places where people can get strong and 

young kids can learn how to be alpha males and females and unlock their epigenetics. There are 

people like that. But they are small minorities, because it's much more convenient just to sit on the 

couch and watch SportsCenter and watch whom the Giants played against, “Oh, they went against the 

Broncos,” or whatever.  

 

 

The 666-Beast Antichrist 

Meanwhile your country is being raped, pillaged and plundered by the very enemies you say you 

hate, and now our children are being headed over to these enemies lockstep. And what will you do? 

Now people are realizing, “Oh my Gosh! Whoa! This is bad! It may get real bad, real bad!” We see now all 

the lockdowns in Europe. We see people with the super green passport in Italy; you can't even get 

basic amenities without the super green pass! You see in Greece now: every day you get $130 fine if 

you don't get the vax, the poison death shot. You get $130 penalty PER DAY! On a 30-day monthly 

period that's going to be near $3900, PER PERSON! How can a normal family sustain that- four 

thousand dollars per person? You got a five-person family- three kids and two parents? You're going 

to be paying what? Twenty thousand dollars per month! How can a normal person sustain that? 

That’s not possible; that’s total coercion!  

 

They're locking this system down, folks; they are implementing their program- which is what? The 

utter elimination of human rights, destroying us on purpose, making us feel the weight of socialism 

coming in, making the First World into the Third World, making our supply chain break down with 
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this or that delay, not having things on time, and businesses faltering, and starting to crumble, and 

then they get put on the government dole, and then they are trying to pull out the truckers off the 

unions, and trying to put them on the government dole, etc. And slowly they're going to be paid more 

to stay home than they are to work. How long do you think it's going to work?  

 

Especially when it's fiat currency, especially when the state currency is paper! Across the world, how 

long is there going to be confidence in the dollar, which may have been the monopoly currency in the 

last century? We can see very clearly where this ends up, folks. Look at Australia; they're like China 

right now, folks! The cops there are acting like Nazis! The cops in Germany then were literally 

walking around -and we can see film about this- telling people “Where are your papers?”Don't you 

remember what happened in Nazi Germany when they came to check your papers? 

 

We're not living in America anymore! We are in the post-Christian America; we're in a dangerous 

state. The international lockdown is only increasing. We’ve become a poorer nation, and less of a 

Christian nation. We are becoming an atheist and hedonist nation, and we are becoming a selfish 

nation; a dying nation! That’s not something that you can throw under the bus, folks! How long can a 

country ENDURE the ravaging of its values, of the purpose of its initial founding; of the principles on 

which it was founded –  

Which is what? SACRIFICE!  

Which is what? Risking your life!  

Which is what? Standing against tyrants!  

Which is what? Standing for God's gifts of liberty! 

 

There is a reason why the Left wants to bring in all those people from other countries and make them 

vote Left. That’s because they want that demographic CHANGE, especially now as you have been 

targeted and you’re now called domestic terrorists. The white Christian demographic at least holds on 

to the basic remnants of the Christian morality, ethics and values of sacrifice; at least a little bit, 

although it's becoming very weak now. 

 

How long can a country sustain stuff like that when it's being FLOODED by people with totally 

different value systems, purely for economic materialistic reasons? How do you think those people are 

going to vote? They're not going to vote with ethics; they're going to vote for the most value and 

money they can steal from the government... (Audio) 

 

We can see the unbelievable quickening across the world with this Corona lunacy; a 99.7% survival 

“disease”; a bioweapon is what it is. They’re not saying that definitely the roots are from Wuhan, and 

Fauci contradicted himself before Congress saying that he didn't fund NIH and did not fund the gain 

of function research in Wuhan when they DID and they've even ADMITTED it! So they've all been 

caught; but nothing happens. 

 

America is the final line, folks. Japan, Korea, Europe, Australia, Africa, these countries cannot stand 

up to the Communists. The Communists already live under totalitarian power; they already live 
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under the satanic totalitarian fist of political Satanism in those countries. They are already a disarmed 

population; they can't do anything. It is literally the last line here in America, folks! You can't go away 

to New Zealand; you can't get some armored redoubt in Antarctica. There's no way to go, folks.  

 

This international political Satanism; this 666-Beast Antichrist IS around the world. 

* The Antichrist family of the Rothschilds, the White Horse 

* The Red Horse of China, 

* The black horse of the Deep State 

* The Green Horse of jihadi Islamic colonization. 

All those horsemen are trampling the countries, folks. All the God-given rights that we’ve considered 

HUMAN RIGHTS in the last century, are being trampled on PER DAY, folks; every day that we go by 

they’re being trampled upon. 

So, America is literally the last line, and I'm saying this to be dramatic. 

 

And we know what's going to happen with the Body of Christ; they are not brave in the beginning, 

just like the neocons were never brave in the beginning. When the Founding Fathers stood up to fight 

against the British the neocons were not supporting. George Washington was a neocon; he was 

condemning the Boston Tea Party and all those patriots who stood up against the British colonial 

oppression. Just like those neocons who are trying to throw under the bus everybody in the 1/6 

protest, the MILLION of people that were there, are being frightened that the Left would call them 

terrorists, “oh please, oh please, don't associate us with those people!”  

 

 

Transcend! 

Those are the people that stood up for America! Those are the people who said, “We're going to gather 

to pray, and we're going to protest using our First Amendment rights against a STOLEN election.” We all 

saw it. We saw the vertical jumps, we saw all the cheating; we saw the black suitcases. We saw it with 

our own eyes; there’s video footage of it. But no court has even heard it in a court of law. This is total 

fraud! The Supreme Court won't even hear this. They say “The President doesn’t have a standing!” What 

are you smoking? What kind of court is it? It’s a banana court justice! We saw it with our own eyes, 

folks! We HEARD it, we SAW it! That's why we were there to PRAY and PROTEST, using our FIRST 

AMENDMENT right, and doing an exercise in our constitutional duty and rights, as the protectors of 

America. Because politicians are not who run this country; it's We the People that are supposed to be 

the ones who rule the country, who are the king and the Caesar of this place. Amen! But you hear 

these politicians saying,”Oh, that was the most frightening thing I ever saw! Oh my Gosh!” AOC was in 

another building, “Oh, I almost died!” You were in another building, fool!  

 

They’re crazy people! They don't even know what planet they're on; they can't even tell which way is 

left or right! These people are completely upside down, but they know what they're doing. They know 

the normal person has become so dumbed down, the normal person has become so brainwashed, the 

normal person has become so numb by the flickering of camera, of TV, of Hollywood and 

SportsCenter and all this kind of stuff that they can't even FOCUS on what the reality of the country is. 
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They're busier with whether or not they're going to get some spicy Cheetos over whether the country 

burns to the GROUND! 

 

It's going to require critical revealing of the heart, especially in this critical time, because a miracle IS 

the final line. If America goes silent tonight, the whole world will be covered by the darkness and the 

shroud and the danger and the evil, and the wicked blood blanket of communism will spread over 

this world, and destroy and ravage MILLIONS, genocide MILLIONS of people across this world! 

MILLIONS of those people's BLOOD, waterfalls of red dark blood will be on OUR hands! 

 

That's the time that you live in; that's the time that God has called you forth to this HOUR! 

“I never asked for this! I never wanted to do this!” It doesn't matter what we asked for or not! That’s what 

we got, folks! It's not about what we want or we don’t want. It's about what GOD wants to do and 

what God HAS to do. He needs people that will be brave like the Founding Fathers. What does that 

mean? It doesn’t mean to just be singing some patriotic song, and just hiding in a protest and holding 

up some sign! That's not what the Founding Fathers did. They were willing to risk their lives like 

Jesus Christ!  

 

We're not saying they were Jesus Christ or perfect, but they were willing to lay it down. They were 

willing to say, “There are some things more precious than my actual life! I am not a hedonist; I am not into just 

living for the pleasures of my body. There is something MORE important: there are principles and rights more 

important than the pleasures of my body, and I'm willing to give up my body so my eternal soul can be at rest, 

and I can help other people’s eternal soul be at rest and live in freedom, and what was prophesied and that God 

can create.” 

There are things that are more important than the pleasures of the body. Amen!  

 

That's why they fear the Body of Christ, but the Body of Christ right now is super weak. It has become 

infiltrated from within the Church, into teaching socialism and communism, leftist values, feminism; 

into teaching weakness and beta-male-ism, making the males weak, making the women trying to 

dominate the males, making the children hate the parents, making the parents think the children are a 

liability instead of a blessing! All these things have been inverted! There is no order anymore! There 

are no strong males that still rule as a king and a priest in love, and raise their queen up to be a strong 

empowered alpha woman, that protects the authority of her king … (Audio) 

 

… the force of the Kingdom of God, that is no longer existing in the Christian world and the West now! 

That has been taken out and been separated and been split off by the Left and this Beast with multiple 

heads and multiple entities that come in and do that from all different angles. It's full -spectrum 

spiritual warfare, folks! 

 

But in the same way, even though we can't do it ourselves, we can't imagine why God would call a 

group of a couple hundred thousand patriots to stand up for the world. Well, why would He call 

Gideon to have thousands of soldiers, but then to bring it down to 300? 300! You got 300 versus 10,000 
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- some even say 15,000! How are you going to fight that? How are you going to fight that? How are 

300 going to win? Well of course, it’s natural; they're not going to win. 

 

But we know the story; there's only one way to win. That is transcending the self; that is removing the 

prioritization of self and putting the prioritization of GOD first and foremost. If a country does that, 

it’s no longer fearful of dying; it's no longer fearful of the threat of communism. The maximum threat 

communism can make is to kill you, your children and your grandchildren; that's the maximum threat 

they can put on you. If people are scared of that threat, they will become slaves.  

But if they are EMBOLDENED by the HOLY GHOST, and they know that the desires and pleasures of 

the flesh are temporary, that we are not attached only to this body, and as people who are in Christ, 

we know that there are greater things that are waiting and in store for us in the future in the spirit, in 

the eternal realm with God, then we have no room to FEAR DEATH. 

 

It doesn't mean that we don't get scared sometimes; it doesn't mean that we don't feel trepidation and 

hesitation. Of course we do; we're people too! But it means we can TRANSCEND that with a power 

that is not ours but that we tap into, which is GOD's POWER and the power of the HOLY GHOST 

which emboldens us, strengthens us  and gives us a FIRE within; which gives us what? Something 

beyond ourselves and something greater, such as God in His dispensation, His Will, HIS providence! 

Amen! 

 

When a people does that, and now the government threatened, “I'll kill you and I'll kill your family; I’ll 
kill your children,” that is no longer something that PARALYZES that culture. Why? Because they've 

made the ultimate determination; they've already set their values straight in life. They've said that, 

“The ultimate value of my life is not the prioritization of my physical flesh and body and the pleasures of my 

body. My ultimate prioritization will be something that transcends that and that is eternal and that is long-

lasting and that has purpose and that is epic and that is GOD!”  

 

And when a culture has that, physical threats no longer have the upper hand and the power and the 

gusto that they used to, because the people have started TRANSCENDING hedonism, 

TRANSCENDING Luciferianism, TRANSCENDING cultural Satanism, TRANSCENDING the 

worship of the self. Now they’ve tapped into the incredible high voltage power of the Holy Ghost, the 

high voltage power of God. They’ve plugged in, not into Zuckerberg's crazy Metaverse slave system, 

but they plugged into ALMIGHTY GOD’s system which gives them power and ability to transcend 

this crazy Metaverse that they’re trying to build, this crazy transhumanist dystopian despicable 

disgusting blood blanket of communism. 

 

If the American patriots are able to hold that line and they say, “We don't CARE if we DIE, we don't care 

if we have to pick up the cross; we don't care if ten thousand or a hundred thousand must die, if we're going to 

save millions in the world. We are going to stop this. So if they do try to come for our guns we will not give them 

to them, and we will resist them strongly.” If the American patriot does that and if America as a culture 

does that, and cowardly neocons see that happening, then they'll have to support the strong patriots 

because they'll see INNOCENT people being killed for no reason other than the power lust and the 
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centralization of power by the usurpatious administration. For no purpose at all: somebody who had 

legal guns one week ago, because of crazy government overreach and disgusting communist usurpers, 

those guns are now illegal the next week, and if in those leftist states people start trying to resist that 

they of course will die just like they do in other places. They will have to battle and have the heart of 

Gideon, have the heart of Moses, have the heart of Joshua. They will have to stand for God's culture 

and God's civilization. 

 

Meanwhile you have all these End Times Christians say, “No, no, don't fight back! No, don't resist! The 

rapture is coming soon, the rapture is coming soon! I know in 2028! The rapture is coming soon! Oh, if we resist 

we're going to lose anyway.” Yeah, of course you always have these Looney Tunes.  

 

 

What if American patriots stand up? 

You don't think the Founding Fathers had to do that? How many people were preaching the rapture 

to the Founding Fathers when the British imperial power of the entire world, the largest nominal 

naval power in the ENTIRE WORLD, was at the doorstep of the colonial America of the Founding 

Fathers? How many of those protestant churches would say, “Oh my Gosh, the rapture is coming! Oh my 

Lord, don't support George Washington, don't support Thomas Jefferson! The rapture is coming, the rapture is 

coming! I prophesy that it's coming by 1779! We don't have to do anything; we're going to be whisked away 

into the heaven. We're going to be TOTALLY immoral, totally apathetic. We're going to be totally unjust, we're 

going to be totally lazy, we're going to be totally irresponsible, and we're going to just PRETEND that it's all 

going to go away!” 

 

How many of those fake creatures you heard in 1776? It was a massive amount, but the Black Robed 

Regiment was different they realized, “No, God put us in this place and He has a purpose for us in this place, 

and we got to defend this place because it's not only our place but it's the place where His plans and His 

principles can outflow, and of course it will be the Rome of when the Lord comes back and expands to the world 

the Kingdom of God, the Kingdom of liberty and sovereignty and responsibility. It will be a chosen place; it will 

be a place prepared by God for His people and His purpose.” But how far are we from that! 

 

BUT this is what they fear if the American patriot stands up and said, “No!” as Crocodile Dundee did 

in 1996. When the Australian government came and tried to take up all the guns there, Crocodile 

Dundee the actual person that the movie is based on, he actually said, “No! You ain't taking my guns!  

He said, “No,” and he literally was the only man that said no; a whole nation of people just acquiesced. 

And look where they're now, twenty years later! They're now living in Chinese Communist Australia 

where the Gestapo police are beating up elderly men and women, throwing them on the ground for 

nothing other than not wearing a stupid mask, or saying, “We don't want to get anything forced into our 

body. We don't want chemicals that we're not sure of and have no real clinical studies about. These are all 

emergency use authorizations; no long-term epidemiological studies have been done on these things to test the 

effectiveness and whether long-term it will be harmful to human beings or not, and we kind of doubt that. So we 

don't want to put injections into our body.” 

-“Well, you're going to have to! Where's your paper?”  

That’s what came twenty years down the line!   
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Imagine the Founding Fathers listening to those fake rapture people who say, “Oh, the rapture is going 

to come and we're going to be whisked away. We're going to miss all the tribulations; we're going to be having a 

party with Jesus in heaven and we're going to come down and reap the fruits.” That sounds like 

COMMUNISM to me! That sounds like Jesus does EVERYTHING and you got no responsibility. All 

you got to do is be in for the ride, “you just got to have faith!” What does the Bible say in James? It says, 

“Faith without works is dead!” not that you've been saved by works but work is critically important, 

because we are the what? The hands and feet of GOD!  

 

What if God has put you in this place so you can actually muster up some testicular fortitude and be 

BRAVE at this time and say, “NO! We're not selling America! NO! We're not going to give it up! NO! 

We're not going down silently! We are going to STAND UP and stand firm and we're going to hold this line 

and we're going to beat back that tyranny if we have to?” What if God put you on this place for THAT; just 

like the Founding Fathers? Because if that doesn't happen, the whole world is going under the veil 

and the darkness, and the black clouds of COMMUNISM are coming. That's true! 

 

But if America stands up and America says, “Okay yes,” they may lose a hundred thousand brave 

martyrs that have the martyr spirit, they may lose ten thousand, twenty thousand people being brave 

martyrs; until the complacent inaction and the constant concessions of the neocons FINALLY kick in 

and they start saying, “Oh my gosh, it's becoming politically dangerous for me to not stand up for these people; 

they are called Republican. They are getting killed for guns that they had and were legal just last week and now 

they're illegal. You know I got to stand up for them.” These cowardly politician neocons, finally at some 

point will say, ‘Well, it's becoming so politically imperative that I support them.” For them to start 

supporting and start saying, “Hey stop! FBI, you can't come in anymore; CIA, you can't come in and start 

SWAT teaming these people anymore! You can't do this for gun owners. We're going to start standing up as 

states; we're going to start standing up as governors. We're not letting you in. If you and your federal cops 

come in here we're going to arrest you.”  

 

What's it going to take to get that point? It's going to take what? Innocent people being RAVAGED by 

this totalitarian regime! That's what it always takes! It takes sacrifice; it takes the blood of patriots as 

Thomas Jefferson talked about. That's the reality; that is the reality of any civil war conflict or any 

world war throughout history. 

 

 

What America needs to do 

But on the flip side of that: if Americans don't have that confidence, if Americans don't transcend their 

hedonism and the love of this world, and if we don't have a higher purpose such as living for God, 

living for country and living for a higher purpose that we will sacrifice for and we will LAY our 

LIVES down for; if we don't have that, the world is going to die, all of it, and billions will be killed. We 

are at the crossroads folks.  

 

And I'm not trying to do dramatization. Just look around; just look at what's happening in all those 

different countries. The same people that you never believed two years ago when they told you they 

thought it was two weeks, now it's two years; the same people who said, “Oh it's not going to be that 
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bad! Oh it's just this or that!” The same people who said, “Oh, no, there's no world government; there's no 

way the international cabals are working together for their own private interests and to move all their asset 

wealth to themselves. No, no, no! That can't be happening!” I mean those are the same people who now are 

biting their lips saying, “Crap! It's happening, isn't it?” 

You just look around, folks. The world is dying. It's imploding; it's being forced coercively into the 

hands of political satanism, Satan's world war. It's not like it's going to get better just by waiting for 

the rapture to happen, and waiting for you to be whisked away on the clouds so you can avoid all this. 

No, that is the greatest form of escapism. 

 

God told you, “Pick up that cross!” He told you, “Be willing to sacrifice!” He told you, “People will have to 

be mocked, hated, scorned and killed for my name's sake!”That's what he said. Now, is the Christian Body 

of Christ actually ready to do that? Or are we more busy worrying about what kind of car we're going 

to drive or what kind of mansion we're going to live in, and about prosperity and talking about the 

million- dollar- Jesus? Is that what the Body of Christ is about? Then we will perish. Western 

Christianity will perish and be taken over by communism, jihadists etc, as well as the entire world. 

The next generations will have to live in this dystopian hellish reality. 

 

So the question is: does America have the spirit of Daniel in the lion's den? Does America have the 

martyr spirit? Are Americans still willing to fight for their country? Or have the pleasures of this 

country, the prosperity of this country clouded our vision, and made us love prosperity and pleasure 

more than the actual principles that people bled and died for, that allowed us to experience those 

things? Those are things that come after all the sacrifice. The prosperity, the incredible country that we 

live in, the standard of living; that is the product of tremendous blood spilled. 

 

Those generations who grew up in prosperity don't understand that, and of course have become more 

and more weak, more and more entitled, more and more narcissistic, more and more self-absorbed, 

more and more serving the pleasures of the flesh. Of course that country will die; nobody is now 

willing to stand up for it, because they fear death so much; the fear of losing this pleasure, “That’s all I 

got! I don't believe in God. That’s all I got! If I lose this, I don’t have anything!” That's the dilemma of the 

atheist Americans that now have become so weak that they’re no longer ready and willing to die for 

the greater cause. 

 

There is no great cause in atheism. It's all just now; it's just hurry up while you have it you live it and 

you just do it and you just have as much fun as you can. It's TOTAL hedonism, it's TOTAL narcissism, 

it's total self-absorption; it's total delusion, and it is from Luciferianism. Whether or not you worship 

the devil that culture IS Luciferianism and you WILL be with your father the devil when you DIE! It 

doesn't matter whether you believe in him or not; he got you. You got stuck up in his neck because he 

TEMPTED your flesh and tempted your soul to come to him, and he told you,” You don’t have to 

worship my name. No, no, no, no.” But he got your soul. 

 

That's the question: he is going to do that to America? Or is America going to start realizing that  

*we need to get back to Christ; realizing that  
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*we need to get back to his power,  

*we need to get back to his sovereignty, his authority,  

*we need to get back to the Creator of the universe  

*we need to get back to that alpha male powerful spirit that is our Father, that makes us into alpha 

males and alpha females kings and queens, priests and evangelists, strong men and strong women 

that stand up against evil, that don't kick the can down the road; that say, “No, we will fight for our 

children, and fight for our grandchildren!” 

 

In this case we will fight for the world, because if America can hold the line, if it can push back the 

tyranny, if it can get to the point where the terror of the situation gets to such a point that, even the 

world, all the international people watching, and everybody in America can realize, “Wow! It really IS 

the totalitarian government; it is the centralized government that is the Beast, and is murdering and massacring 

all these innocent people with no due process, and in due course it's going to come and get me one day.” 

But unfortunately it takes time for people to realize that it takes unfortunately lives lost; it takes 

martyrs. And nobody wants to die; of course nobody wants to die. 

 

But I'm saying that we shouldn't be infatuated with the physical life only, because we have an eternal 

spirit and a soul that lives on. We should not worship the physical body in the sense that we don't just 

worship it as some kind of god or something. We try to tend to it, we try to heal it and try to 

strengthen it as much as we can, as the temple that God has given us for His Holy Spirit to dwell in 

and the lineage to be propagated through.  

But at the same time we must not be slaves to it. We must also be completely one with God who is a 

spirit, and understand that the spiritual realm is real and that we will dwell there, and that we have to 

be accountable to Him on that day. 

 

So that's the incredible time we are in, folks. If America can hold the line and does stand up to this 

tyranny even though it may lose twenty thousand or more lives, it will save millions. But if it doesn't, 

if it doesn't have that spirit of the martyr, if it does not want to lay its life down as Australia did, there 

will be millions if not billions that will perish under the bloodbath of communism that will spread to 

all nations. They are implementing it right now and you can see it with your own eyes. 

 

So we are at that critical crossroads, folks, and we are in that critical window of time. The period 

between the Boston Tea Party and actually 1776 was about three years. We're already almost one year 

into it; so it's almost about two more years. It could be that same type of timeline, where America has 

to remain strong in the next few years to determine the fate of humanity. I know that sounds so crazy 

and it sounds so melodramatic and it sounds like we're in some kind of movie or something, and 

we're not heroes, we're just normal people. But that's the point: God does extraordinary things with 

ordinary people. He does heroic things with ordinary men, ordinary women; He does things that 

transcend human comprehension. Why? Because with the power of God we can do all things; all 

things with Christ! Amen!  
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Pastor Sean’s Prayer 

Father God, we thank You for this day. We thank You for this Word today. We want to be encouraged 

today with Psalm 57 and David in the cave of Ziklag, when he said that all the enemies’ nets that are 

put out for him are now going to entrap THEM, dear God. You see all the crazy lunatics of these super 

elites and the global cartel of evil and the Rothschilds and the Chicoms and the Deep State and the 

jihadis et cetera; these global cartels of terror and terrorism and economic control and supply chain 

control, all those kinds of evil wicked elites and tech bodies and Big Pharma and Zuckerberg and 

Johnson & Johnson, and all these kinds of crazy companies that are trying to work for monopolistic 

power and monopolist control of the entire population of HUMANITY.  

 

Dear God, as they collaborate and as they try to meet in small places and dark places and secret rooms, 

let those things be completely foiled, let those things turn on them; let those nets entrap them, for they 

are weak, they are vapid, they are empty and they are on power trips. Because they lost their soul and 

sold their selves, prostituting themselves to Satan, and they know it and they don't want to be 

accountable to You. 

 

But in the end we know that their evil plans for humanity are not the plans that are ordained. Because 

YOU, dear God, are the Creator of the universe; YOU, dear God, are the magnificent Creator of the 

cosmos, the universe, the stars and the galaxies and all the planets and all the beauty of all this 

incredible creation that we are the apex creation in; that we are Your children. And Lord, how 

incredible that You have been merciful to allow us to be the apex of creation in all of this creative 

beauty, dear God!  

 

And we have to realize that when  

We cling to You,  

We cling to our higher purpose, our celestial purpose, our divine attributes, and  

We connect to Your divine providence;  

We connect to Your divine Will,  

We connect to Your divine purpose,  

We connect to Your heroic aim,  

We connect to Your epic quest, then we become empowered.  

Not because we are great but because we are standing in line in the stream of providence with You, 

holding Your hand and walking with You and standing with You on the battle line with the shield of 

faith, the sword of truth and all the armor of God and willing to be partners and willing to be coheirs 

and willing to be standing with You on the field, and not watching on the sideline. 

 

Dear God, we pray for America at this time. We pray for all the patriots at this time; that they will be 

brave, that we will have the spirit that the Christians had in the early centuries where they were killed 

and they were martyred. They had the spirit of TRANSCENDING DEATH because death and the 

Antichrist Beast system of evil and totalitarianism and bloodbath waterfalls and blankets are coming 

to cover the earth. There are going to be genocides and there are dangerous things happening all 
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across the world that may lead in millions and billions of people dying at the hands of these satanists 

and by the hands of these elites. 

 

But we must remember that as we stand before all of that chaos, the light is YOU, and we must be in 

Your shelter under Your wings flying with You and standing strong with You, so that we can be part 

of this epic journey and epic quest for Your Kingdom to come.  

 

And it is coming, dear God; we know that for sure. Because  

YOU are the Creator of the universe,  

YOU are the alpha and the omega,  

YOU are the beginning and the end,  

YOU are the great I AM 

YOU are the One who is in control and  

YOU are the One that is on the throne and is sovereign and  

YOU are the One that has empowered Your children to go through this test and tribulation. 

 

So that we would profess our love for You and we will profess our faith in You, and that we would be 

BRAVE and courageous for You and that we would STAND UP for You and that You would through 

this test be glorified by seeing Your people who are cowards and cowering and scared and always 

running and always procrastinating, RISE up and repent and come to stand together to guard 

humanity and guard the country and guard goodness. (No audio) 

 

Dear God, we give You the praise, glory and honor, with all the kingship lines gathered here together 

with Your Three- Generation Kingship, and we pray in Your precious name. Amen! Amen! Aju!  

 


